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Rainmakers: Experts in both the practice of law and the art of business development

BILL
SELL

Competing Directives
Clearly defined billing quotas
No sales quotas

Preparing Lawyers to Succeed
• No business development education in law school
• Mentorship tends to focus exclusively on the practice of law
• Some firms provide occasional BD lunch & learns
• Others provide business development training or consultative
selling intensives lasting approximately 6-12 months
• Others limited engagements with business development coaches
• No follow-up programs
• No performance accountability
• Limited sustained infrastructure

Altman Weil Survey of Law Firm Leaders
Why aren’t firms doing more to adapt to market conditions?

58% - Most partners are unaware of what they might do differently
60% - We are not feeling enough economic pain to motivate more significant change
65% - Clients aren’t asking for it
70% - Partners resist most change efforts
Altman Weil Survey of Law Firm Leaders
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Why are firms slow to adapt?

Organic Revenue
• Respond to client demand
• Provide good service
• Optimize realization
Inorganic Revenue
• Acquire books of business
• Optimize new business development capabilities

The Opportunity: Adopt Forward-Looking Business Development Models

Relationship Funnel
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Tracking Business Development Targets

Poll question 1:
We have a reliable tracking system
for business development activity.
YES
NO

Ackert Survey of 323 respondents from North American Law Firms conducted in 2020

Includes monthly facilitated engagement
sessions to ensure adoption.

www.a c ke r ti n c .c o m

Data Visualization
• Generates visually compelling reports
• Can be customized to the performance
objectives of your firm
• Automatically pulls data from multiple
platforms
• Supports efficient strategic decisions
Poll
We use customized business intelligence dashboards
to understand the business impact of our marketing
and business development initiatives.
YES
NO

Input: Our monthly L&E webinar conversion rates are declining (currently only 2 leads per webinar)
Marketing solution
• Increase registrants with survey – what specific category of topics are they most interested in?
• Increase attendees with teaser campaign
Intended output: Increase lead average by 100% to 4 leads per webinar

Input: Over the past 10 months, our general marketing activity and blog views are up, but webpage views are trending down.
If lawyer bio/contact information is not being accessed, we could see a slump in new clients in Q4 or Q1 of 2022.
Marketing solutions:
• Drive blog traffic back to attorney bios
• Launch video intro campaign to drive more interest and longer page visits
Intended output: Increase webpage sessions by 20% by Q3

Input: Since COVID, we are on target in terms of the number of active clients anticipated, but our matter
count has dropped.
Marketing solutions:
• Client feedback initiative to ascertain whether clients have fewer matters to outsource or whether they
are engaging lower cost alternatives
• Webinar campaign directed exclusively to our client base, educating them on our various services
• Thought leadership campaign that targets key client sectors where matter counts are lower
Intended output: Increase 3-month matter count by 10% (550) by Q3

Input: Our average number of practice groups servicing our top 25 clients is 2.7. If we can increase this number to 3.0
over the next 12 months, we will contribute 8% growth to the firm’s topline
• Launch “virtual road show” of all clients to assess unserved needs
• Engage coaches for all PGLs with the express mandate of cross-selling through gap analysis
• Track cross-selling progress monthly
Intended output: Average # of Practice Groups serving top clients 3.0 by EOY 2021

Takeaways
• Launch training initiatives that support lawyers at every stage (basic
education for associates, group coaching for junior partners, individual
coaching for established partners)
• In lieu of sales management, adopt sustained, proactive support
structures to keep lawyers focused on BD throughout their careers.
• Track leading indicators (new BD opportunities, pursuit activities,
lawyer BD performance).
• Reward BD activity in your comp structure.
• Use customized dashboards to understand the business outcomes the
firm will likely yield in the months ahead.
• Remember that process informs culture.

Poll
I’m interested in learning more
about how to apply the ideas
in today’s program at my firm.
• Yes
• No
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